YEAR R CURRICULUM MAP
SPRING 2021

CORE VALUE
Spring 1

Spring 2

Why do squirrels hide their nuts?

Are we there yet?

Memorable
Experience

Walk to the woods

Virtual journey somewhere i.e. rainforest

Innovate
Challenge

Squirrel’s winter muffins

Incredible vehicles

Love to Read link

Squirrels busy day by Lucy Barnard

We’re going on a bear hunt by Michael Rosen
Mr Grumpy’s outing by

Literacy

Reading sentences with topic words in.
Phonetically spelling animals and initial sounds
of animals.

Communication
and language

Listening and attention; Understanding;
Speaking

Mathematics

Number; Shape, space and measures. Counting
nuts and feeding squirrels, conker pairs,
measuring and collecting sticks

Reading maps and plans, labels on maps.
Writing sentences about holidays.
looking at a range of fiction, non-fiction books
about travel and transport.
Listening and attention; Understanding;
Speaking
Share ‘The Journey by Noel Griffiths
music to accompany the story
Retelling stories
Vehicle spotting - predicting and recording
Gathering data of how we get to school
predicting and measuring with cubes.

Year R

Understanding
the world

Finding out about squirrels and Autumnal
animals, seasonal changes, weather changes.

Personal social
and emotional
development

Teamwork - migrating birds.

Physical
development

Moving like Autumnal animals and exploring
their movements i.e. shuffling like a hedgehog.

Expressive arts
and design

Making natural art, Andy Godlsworthy art

The world: Look at different pictures of vehicles
and identify if they travel by air, road or water.
Building a boat and testing /exploring materials
Exploring ramps and friction- use vocab
fast/slow/rough/smooth
technology - Beebot programme
Working as a team to achieve an outcome
Have a range of travel brochures and decide
collaboratively a place discussing why and
listening to opinions.
Explore different ways to travel over a space.
Explore objects that can travel other than
transport.
Road safety- is it shiny?
Singing familiar songs
Junk modelling
photographs and materials

